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Chapter 2141: Poor Memory 

“Go back and tell your boss that in the future, our two camps will stay in our own lanes and mind our 

own business. Don’t attempt to challenge my patience. Otherwise, bear the consequences yourself!” Ye 

Yuan said to the pig-head-like Long Zhaotian. 

“Wah, wah, wah, wah ...” 

Long Zhaotian’s eyes were full of shock and fear, opening his mouth and wanting to speak. But his face 

was already swollen like a pig’s head and could not open his mouth at all. He could only cry loudly. 

“Hahaha ... Long Zhaotian, your current appearance is really exactly the same as a pig’s head! Looks like 

I’ll have to call you Pighead Tian in the future! What kind of character do you think Lord Ye is? You’re 

purely looking for abuse yourself!” 

Seeing Long Zhaotian’s appearance, Long Xun started laughing heartily. 

He and Long Zhaotian were almost on par in terms of strength, so they could not do anything much to 

the other. 

But Long Zhaotian’s camp was still a notch stronger than them. 

The two people fought for over 20 years, and he had always been at a disadvantage. Today, seeing the 

other party being beaten to a pig’s head, how could Long Xun not be delighted? 

Beyond the joy, Long Xun’s side was also extremely shocked, especially Long Chun. 

They were all very clear about Long Zhaotian’s strength, it was even a notch stronger than Long Xun. 

But he was like a child in front of Ye Yuan, without the strength to fight back at all. 

Previously, they were still looking down on Ye Yuan. Now, they felt lingering fear. 

It turned out that this lord was really very impressive! 

“Still not scramming? Could it be that you guys all want to become pig heads?” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed and he took a step out. The other side all shuddered and brought along 

Pighead Tian and fled like flying. 

“Your Excellency is mighty! Your Excellency is mighty!” 

After Long Zhaotian left, everyone cheered. 

The last time, Long Xun was not around. So they were really bullied badly. Now, Ye Yuan took revenge 

for them, they were extremely moved. 

... ... 

Supporting his pig-like head, Long Zhaotian escaped back to the camp. 
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Seeing the boss, Long Zhaotian used a muffled voice to complain tearfully, “Boss! Boss! You have to seek 

justice for me!” 

The dragon race’s recovery ability was still extremely strong. The current Long Zhaotian’s pig head 

swelling already went down a little and could barely manage to talk. 

When that person opposite saw Long Zhaotian, she could not help laughing out loud. 

“Hehehe ... Long Zhaotian, why did you become a pig’s head after not seeing for a while? Not to 

mention, you have quite the potential to be a pig’s head.” 

It was a girl, having two small horns growing on top of her head. If Ye Yuan was here, he would probably 

get a big fright. 

This girl was none other than precisely the Long Xiaochun who followed him. 

After Long Xiaochun entered the Dragon Eye Cave, she kept attempting to find Ye Yuan. But the Dragon 

Eye Cave was too big. She had nowhere to start at all. 

Just not long ago, Long Xiaochun accidentally stumbled upon Long Zhaotian’s camp and directly used 

brutish means to subdue him. 

Long Xiaochun was mischievous by nature and felt that being a boss was pretty fun. Hence, she also 

started taking great joy in playing. 

But her goal was the entire Dragon Clan’s strength, to make them come and find Ye Yuan together. 

After all, no matter how powerful she was, with regards to finding people, numbers still win. 

Long Zhaotian said with a bitter face, “B-Boss, I ... I only became like this because I was carrying out 

errands for you!” 

Long Xiaochun giggled and said, “Relax. The person who beat you until like this, I’ll definitely beat him 

until the same later as well! Speak, speak! What in the world happened? Weren’t you bragging to me 

every day, saying how incredible you are?” 

Only then did Long Zhaotian’s sadness turn to joy as he said, “Boss, it’s not that I, Long Zhaotian, can’t 

make it, but that Long Xun also found a boss from no idea where. His strength is too strong, I’m not a 

match at all!” 

“Oh? Your strength has already reached the top in rank six, could it be that their boss is an Empyrean 

too?” Long Xiaochun asked curiously. 

Long Zhaotian said gloomily, “Really isn’t! Their boss is a human, having only an Eighth Firmament True 

God cultivation. But his strength is incredible. I didn’t even have strength leftover to retaliate! 

Fortunately, he didn’t deal a killing blow. Otherwise, Little Tian probably won’t be able to come back to 

meet Boss.” 

“Human? Eighth Firmament True God? Could it ... be him? Hang on, just how long has it been, how can 

he possibly break through his cultivation realm? Furthermore, the environment here isn’t suitable for 



cultivation at all. Could it be that there are still other humans that entered this place?” Long Xiaochun 

said with a frown. 

When Ye Yuan entered the Dragon Eye Cave, he was merely an initial-stage Seventh Firmament True 

God. 

After only one year plus had passed, logically speaking, it was impossible to break through to become an 

Eighth Firmament True God. 

The Dragon Eye Cave’s spiritual energy was extremely sparse. Furthermore, it was mixed with large 

quantities of devilish energy. Cultivating became extremely slow. One must reel it in slowly like reeling 

silk from a cocoon before they could absorb very little spiritual energy. 

Calculating according to common sense, cultivating outside for over ten years might not even be 

comparable to one year in here. 

Under such circumstances, how could Ye Yuan possibly break through to be an Eighth Firmament True 

God in a short one year’s time? 

This kind of thing was too fantastical. 

But Long Zhaotian’s words still perked Long Xiaochun’s interest. 

She planned on personally going to take a look. 

“Go, bring me to go and see this person!” Long Xiaochun got up and said. 

Long Zhaotian was greatly excited and said, “Heh, with Boss making a move, that bunch of grandsons 

will definitely die very miserable! Boss, you have to stand up for me and beat that punk into a pig’s 

head!” 

Long Xiaochun pretended to be cold and proud as she said, “Relax, you’re my subordinate. Slapping your 

face is equivalent to slapping mine. I’ll help you pummel him to a pig’s head!” 

... ... 

Very soon, Long Zhaotian and the rest staged a comeback. 

Outside Long Xun’s camp, Long Zhaotian shouted ,”Human brat! My boss is here, so hurry up and come 

out to die!” 

Long Xun came when he heard that. Seeing Long Zhaotian, he laughed loudly and said, “Pighead Tian, 

you were already beaten to a pig’s head. Are you still being forgetful?” 

Long Zhaotian smiled coldly and said, “This one is our boss, the Dragon Clan’s peerless genius, Lord 

Xiaochun! Let your boss come out. Lord Xiaochun said that she’s going to beat him to a pig’s head!” 

Long Xun’s gaze shifted to Long Xiaochun and could not help revealing a serious look. 

This guy really found an Empyrean Realm to be boss! 

Furthermore, this Empyrean Realm was actually a young and beautiful woman! 



Long Xiaochun already reached Empyrean Realm at a young age. So how could she be relegated to the 

Dragon Eye Cave? 

“Go, invite Boss out!” Long Xun had a solemn look as he said to the Long Qing beside him. 

Long Zhaotian had a smug look and said with a cold smile, “Long Xun, you wouldn’t think that your 

Eighth Firmament True God can still deal with an Empyrean powerhouse, right? The moment Lord 

Xiaochun makes her move, that boss of yours will immediately turn to minced meat! This father of yours 

had said before, asking you to surrender earlier, but you wouldn’t listen. Today, I will definitely beat you 

to a pig’s head! Oh, right, that boss of yours too!” 

“Who did you say that you want to beat to a pig’s head? Looks like your memory is very poor!” Ye Yuan 

walked over leisurely as he said coolly. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Long Xiaochun’s pupils could not help constricting, her face revealing an expression akin 

to being relieved of a heavy burden. 

When Ye Yuan saw Long Xiaochun, he was also stunned. 

He did not expect that he would actually run into Long Xiaochun here. 

Why did this girl enter the Dragon Eye Cave? 

Long Zhaotian completely did not detect the strange atmosphere and still laughed loudly as he 

said, “Hahaha ... beating who to a pig’s head? Of course it’s beating you to a pig’s head! You, a mere 

Eighth Firmament True God, dare to be so arrogant! Today, I want you to be unable to bear the 

consequences of failure!” 

Bang! 

A heavy punch landed on his face, directly sending him flying out. 

The one who hit Long Zhaotian was none other than precisely Long Xiaochun. 
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Chapter 2142: Strength Soaring 

The swelling on Long Zhaotian’s face just went down a little. With Long Xiaochun’s blow, it swelled up 

again. 

“B-Boss, did you hit the wrong person?” Long Zhaotian hurt until tears came out as he said with an 

innocent look. 

Long Xiaochun turned to look at him and said with a grin, “I didn’t hit wrongly. Ye Yuan is my close 

brother. You want to beat him to a pig’s head, so I naturally have to beat you to a pig’s head.” 

“C-Close brother?” Long Zhaotian said with a stunned look. 

Ye Yuan was speechless and said, “Xiaochun, why did you enter the Dragon Eye Cave?” 

Long Xiaochun wrinkled her nose and said, “Humph! I knew that Long Chi that old thing had no good 

intentions and went to find Mother. In the end, I just happened to hear her and Uncle Zhi discussing 
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your matter. Originally, I planned on going to stop it, who knew that I was still a step late. Hence, I took 

advantage of the fact that they weren’t paying attention and secretly slipped inside. You were brought 

into the Dragon Clan by me. So how can I watch you seek your doom? Now that I entered, I have to 

bring you out!” 

When Ye Yuan heard, he felt warm in his heart. 

From the first time he laid eyes on Long Xiaochun, Ye Yuan had a feeling of being connected by blood, 

feeling very cordial. 

Maybe they really had bloodline relations. 

After all, nobody knew the origins of the dragon race’s progenitor too. 

Maybe he was born in the Raindragon Stronghold? 

“Sigh, you, this girl, are also too capricious. With you coming here, outside is probably already in a 

mess,” Ye Yuan said with a sigh. 

Long Xiaochun laughed and said, “Who cares! Either way, I wasn’t happy at all staying in Raindragon 

Stronghold. Instead, after coming in, the feeling of being a boss is pretty good. Whatshisname, Little 

Tian, why haven’t you come to apologize to Ye Yuan?” 

Long Zhaotian came brimming with confidence, thinking that he could gain back face at Ye Yuan here 

and beat Ye Yuan to a pig’s head. 

Who knew that he failed to beat Ye Yuan and he himself became a pig’s head again. 

In the end, he even had to admit his fault to Ye Yuan, truly aggrieving! 

However, Long Xiaochun gave the order. So he did not dare to defy in the slightest. 

Long Xiaochun was unruly by nature. These few days, Long Zhaotian had no lack of being tortured by 

Long Xiaochun and had long lost any temper. 

“Y-Your Excellency, Little Tian was wrong!” Long Zhaotian said with a bitter look. 

Seeing Long Zhaotian’s appearance like a bullied wife, Long Xun was tickled badly by the side. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand, he could not be bothered to stoop to the level of this kind of minor character. 

“Since Xiaochun, you, like to be boss, in the future, merge these two camps. You can be the boss,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

“Alright, alright!” Long Xiaochun had a joyful look. 

... ... 

The two camps directly underwent a merger. Long Xun and Long Zhaotian went through the specifics of 

operations, the two people naturally could not avoid some disputes. 

Ye Yuan brought Long Xiaochun to his station and started chatting. 



Long Xiaochun sized Ye Yuan up and down and said with a peculiar look, “Really seeing ghosts! In this 

sort of place, not only did your cultivation speed not slow down, but it actually became faster instead!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and started revolving the Chaos Heavenspan Canon. Devilish energy poured into his 

body crazily. 

When Long Xiaochun saw this scene, her mouth opened wide and she exclaimed, “Y-Y-You ... You can 

actually use devilish energy to cultivate? This ... This is really seeing ghosts! Since young, I thought that I 

was a freak. Only now do I know that compared to you, I’m too normal!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “You’re such an adorable little girl. How are you a freak?” 

Long Xiaochun laughed and said, “I’m different from the rest.” 

Ye Yuan could feel that Long Xiaochun’s smile exuded pain and loneliness. 

Ye Yuan had long known that Long Chi they all called Long Xiaochun a misfortune star. 

It seemed like this little lass had a sad past. 

However, since Long Xiaochun was not willing to say, Ye Yuan naturally was not willing to ask more 

either. 

“Heh heh, if Long Chi that old man know about your current situation, I reckon that it can anger him 

until he directly goes to reincarnate.” Long Xiaochun suddenly thought of something and started 

laughing. 

Ye Yuan also laughed and said, “Huhu, I think so too. Honestly speaking, I really quite like this place right 

now and don’t really want to go out anymore. The Dragon Eye Cave is simply a cultivation paradise to 

me.” 

Long Xiaochun was speechless as she said, “It’s also just you that treats this place like your own 

backyard. However ... how do we go out?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I naturally have a way.” 

Long Xiaochun’s pupils constricted and she said in surprise, “You have a way?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “But right now, the most important thing is still increasing strength! 

Xiaochun, these next few years, I’ll have to rely on you.” 

Long Xiaochun patted her chest and said, “Say it, want me to do what?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Hunt abyss monsters and get as many tarnished black devil crystals back as 

possible.” 

Long Xiaochun said speechlessly, “Alright! The method that you cultivate is really special!” 

Hence, in the following days, Long Xiaochun brought the merged two great camps and went around 

hunting abyss monsters. 

With Long Xiaochun this abnormally strong girl around, rank six abyss monsters could not last one 

exchange with her at all. 



Ye Yuan was only in charge of one thing, that was cultivation. 

Saving the time to hunt, Ye Yuan’s realm advanced by leaps and bounds. 

Three years later, Ye Yuan completed the arduous task that others were unable to complete; in 3000 

years, he broke through to become a Ninth Firmament True God! 

Another five years passed, Ye Yuan broke through to peak Ninth Firmament True God in one stroke. 

There was only a step away from the next realm! 

His cultivation speed made everyone stare wide-eyed and tongue-tied. 

Regardless of whether it was Long Xun or Long Zhaotian, they could only use the label freak to describe 

Ye Yuan. 

On this day, Ye Yuan exited seclusion. 

Long Xun scuttled over to greet, saying fawningly, “Your Excellency is really god-like! In a short nine 

years’ time, cultivating from Seventh Firmament True God to peak Ninth Firmament True God, we 

probably can’t find a second one in the entire Heavenspan World, right?” 

This was not merely buttering up, he was truly shocked. 

Ye Yuan’s cultivation speed virtually drove people mad. 

With Ye Yuan’s speed of absorbing divine essence, if it were the average person, it was sufficient to 

burst their divine seas. But Ye Yuan was like a bottomless pit, however much you came, I would absorb 

however much. 

Too crazy! 

He had never heard before that someone could cultivate this way at True God Realm. 

Ye Yuan scolded laughingly, “Stop sucking up!” 

Long Xun chuckled and said, “Your Excellency, coming out of seclusion this time, are you bringing us 

out?” 

Ye Yuan said, “No rush. Since the cultivation environment here is so good, I naturally have to break 

through to the Empyrean Realm in one go before going out. Otherwise, after going out, it will have to 

expend a great deal of effort to break through to the Empyrean Realm.” 

The quantity of spiritual energy required for Ye Yuan to break through to the Empyrean Realm was 

extremely horrifying. 

Reaching the outside world, just the cultivation resources had to make big preparations. 

The tarnished black devil crystals here were abundant, and the devilish energy was also very plentiful. 

Breaking through here was naturally the best choice. 

“This ... Your Excellency isn’t consolidating your realm a bit before breaking through again?” Long Xun 

said hesitantly. 



If ordinary people’s cultivation realm broke through so quickly, it was hard to avoid their realms being 

unstable. 

Wanting to break through to the Empyrean Realm needed a very long time of preparations. 

Otherwise, the chance of failure was very high. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s meaning, he wanted to break through in one stroke. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “No need! Uh, I haven’t moved around for so long. I should go out and stretch my 

limbs a bit.” 
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“Y-Your Excellency, we can’t head forward any futher! Any further in front and that’s the territory of 

rank seven abyss monsters!” 

“Yeah, Lord Ye. You’re powerful and can escape from the jaws of rank seven abyss monsters, but ... but 

we can’t!” 

Following behind Ye Yuan, Long Xun and Long Zhaotian were trembling. The others were also the same. 

Long Xiaochun pursed her mouth and said, “Scared of what? This grand-aunt is here, would I still let you 

guys suffer a loss?” 

“Goodness gracious, my grand-aunt, the strength of rank seven abyss monsters far surpasses those in 

the same rank! If it aims a sneeze over here, we’d be dead!” Big Brother Xun said with a bitter face. 

“Roar!” 

His voice had yet to fade when a three-person tall behemoth suddenly emerged. 

The devilish energy sprawling off its body practically froze everyone! 

“Goodness gracious, why did it really come when we were talking about it?” 

Long Xun and Long Zhaotian were scared out of their wits and practically did not even have the courage 

to run away anymore. 

Empyrean level abyss monster! 

This was a monster with a lion’s head and a horse’s body. Two sharp teeth poked out, giving people an 

extremely ferocious feeling. 

“Heh, a decent one finally came out. I’ll use you to practice then!” 

Ye Yuan chuckled and drew the bone sword, fighting intent surging on his body. 

“W-What? Your Excellency, you aren’t mad, right? This is an empyrean level abyss monster!” 

Long Xun was frightened badly. 
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Empyrean level abyss monster was not what ordinary Empyreans could compare to, their strength far 

surpassed those in the same rank. 

Even though they all knew that Ye Yuan’s combat power surpassed people, facing an Empyrean level 

abyss monster was still too forceful! 

“Ye Yuan, you’d better don’t push yourself. I’ve exchanged blows with Empyrean level abyss monsters 

before and almost succumbed. Dealing with it with your current strength is still too forceful!” Long 

Xiaochun said. 

She had mucked around in the Dragon Eye Cave for a long time. These few years, she had always been 

helping Ye Yuan hunt abyss monsters and could not avoid contact with Empyrean level abyss monsters. 

Long Xiaochun’s fleshy body strength was extremely powerful, her strength far surpassing same rank 

Empyrean level powerhouses. 

But even so, she was not a match either. It could be seen how strong Empyrean level abyss monsters 

were. 

“Heh, it will be boring if it’s weak. Moreover, I require purer devilish energy when I break through to the 

Empyrean Realm. The devilish energy of True God Realm is already insufficient to use.” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, his footsteps already moving over toward the abyss monster. 

“Ignorant human, you’re provoking the noble abyss monsters. This Empyrean will tear you to shreds!” 

Inside Ye Yuan’s mind came the other party’s mental transmission. 

Abyss monsters were extremely bloodthirsty but were not without intellect. 

On the contrary, abyss monsters had extremely high intelligence. It was just that there was a language 

barrier, they rarely took the initiative to carry out communication. 

When they saw humans or demons, there was only one word; that was kill! 

Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “Huhu, arrogant and overweening fool. Today, I’ll let you see how lowly 

you are!” 

“Humph, a mere human, truly ignorant of the immensity of heaven and earth! There will come a day 

where we shall step out of the abyss and occupy the entire Heavenspan World! Now, you can become a 

delicious meal in this Empyrean’s stomach! Blade of the Devil!” 

The abyss monster brandished its claws, several dozen black blades of light rushed over. 

The swift and fierce blade lights virtually shredded space. 

Feeling the horrifying power of the black blades, the faces of Big Brother Xun and the rest turned white. 

Even Long Xiaochun also had a solemn look. 

“Sword Hollow Etch!” 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, there was no problem instant-casting several dozen sword hollow 

etchs. 



Incomparably swift and fierce sword light flashed past, completely canceling out the Blade of the Devil. 

The abyss monster was also slightly surprised. Clearly, it did not expect that Ye Yuan’s strength was 

actually so strong. 

His Blade of the Devil, even if it was an ordinary human Empyrean, it was also impossible to neutralize 

so easily. It was actually resolved by a True God so lightly. 

“Huhu, merely like that! Watch this!” 

“True Sword Hollow Etch!” 

“Grand Universe Palm!” 

“Heavenly Qilin Devouring Space!” 

By relying on these powerful moves, Ye Yuan actually fought until he was evenly matched with the abyss 

monster! 

By the side, Big Brother Xun and the rest were immediately dumbfounded. 

“T-T-This ... My eyesight must be failing!” Long Zhaotian stammered. 

“A True God battling an Empyrean, this is simply unheard of! Furthermore, this abyss monster isn’t an 

ordinary Empyrean. Their strength far surpasses those in the same rank! This is also to say that if an 

ordinary First Firmament Empyrean is here, wouldn’t they be defeated at His Excellency’s hands?” As Big 

Brother Xun was in shock, he sucked in a cold breath. 

The combat power that Ye Yuan displayed simply drove people insane. 

Even though they had long known that Ye Yuan’s combat strength was extremely strong; sufficient to 

insta-kill peak True God powerhouses, when Ye Yuan really went all out, they were still shocked. 

This was simply not the combat strength that a human should have at all! 

How powerful were abyss monsters? 

But Ye Yuan actually crossed a major realm and fought until he was evenly-matched with the abyss 

monster! 

“Strong! Too strong! Whichever genius, whichever heaven’s chosen, they are simply a pile of trash in 

front of Lord Ye!” Long Zhaotian marveled with admiration. 

“Ah, ah, ah! Damn human, you’ve angered this Empyrean! This Empyrean is going to tear you to 

shreds!” 

After a drawn-out battle, the abyss monster finally got angry. 

Bang! 

The Empyrean abyss monster opened its huge mouth. Countless devilish energy suddenly gathered. 

Everyone’s faces changed, Long Xiaochun even cried out in surprise, “Ye Yuan, run first! Avoid the sharp 

edge!” 



Ye Yuan did not have the intention of retreating at all, laughing loudly and saying, “Haha, perfect!” 

“Run? Do you think that you have the chance to escape? You’ll be crushed into nothingness right away! 

Abyss Desolation!” 

The Empyrean abyss monster gave a loud roar. The entire space became dark. 

Heaven and earth seemed to have become a huge cage, completely imprisoning Ye Yuan, not giving him 

any chance to escape at all. 

When everyone saw this scene, each and every one of their faces changed wildly. 

Up until now, they had never seen before Empyrean level abyss monsters executing an attack. They did 

not know that the other party actually still had such a horrifying ultimate move. 

This power was virtually going to obliterate everything! 

“Ye Yuan, I’ll help you!” Long Xiaochun cried out daintily, raising her fist and about to join the fight. 

“Xiaochun, don’t come over! This fellow, me alone handling is enough!” Ye Yuan shouted. 

“Ignorant fool, this Empyrean wants to see what means you have!” 

“Heh heh, do you think that only you have an ultimate move? Today, this little lord will let you take a 

look at true strength!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp, the muscles on his body started quivering fiercely. A formidable strength 

soared to the sky. 

Seeing this scene, everyone’s faces changed wildly. 

The imposing aura on Ye Yuan’s body was not one type, but three types! 

Divine essence, vital energy, and soul force! 

Three kinds of auras rose steadily up, surging straight for the sky. Heaven and earth changed colors 

because of it. 

In an instant, fierce gales howled. Ye Yuan’s hair fluttered, his clothes fluttering madly, akin to a celestial 

deity descending. 

On Ye Yuan’s body, three kinds of auras actually started fusing. His body gave off a terrifying light. 

The cage formed by devilish energy was akin to paper paste under this imposing momentum, directly 

being burst through. 

“W-What move is this? Impossible! Absolutely impossible! In this world, how can someone possibly fuse 

Essence, Energy, and Spirit into one?!” 

The Empyrean abyss monster was simultaneously alarmed and enraged, its voice carrying incredible 

disbelief. 
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“Essence, energy, and spirit combining into one! How ... How did he do it?” 

“Is this the power of essence, energy, and spirit combining into one? Truly ridiculously strong!” 

“Since time immemorial, there have been countless dazzlingly talented people who attempted to fuse 

essence, energy, and spirit. But no one had done it before, how did he do it?” 

... ... 

There were cries of exclamations all around, everyone was stunned by this scene. 

Before Divine Dao, one needed to fuse essence, energy, and spirit, the three paths, before they could 

attain Divine Dao. 

But after Divine Dao, the Heavenspan World’s martial artists no longer had anyone capable of fusing 

essence, energy, and spirit into one. 

Dao Ancestors could not either! 

Since remote antiquity, there had been no idea how many major powers that cultivated essence, 

energy, and spirit, the three paths, to the highest summit, and attempted to fuse them into one. 

But upon entering Divine Dao, this became a paradox! 

No matter how hard they worked, they were unable to succeed. 

Hence, essence, energy, and spirit being unable to fuse into one, this also became the consensus of all of 

the Heavenspan World’s powerhouses and also the iron law! 

But today, this iron law was broken by Ye Yuan! 

This kind of thing was seriously too shocking. 

Long Xiaochun and the rest opened their mouths wide, eyes full of disbelief. 

“The vast universe, I am Heaven! Chaos Essence Single Breath Sword!” 

Ye Yuan’s entire state finally climbed to his peak state, reaching an incomparably profound and 

mysterious realm. 

The way Long Xun and the rest saw it, the current Ye Yuan was like the sovereign of this world. 

Under such power, the Empyrean abyss monster quivered and did not even dare to escape. 

One sword unleashing, it carried the power to obliterate heaven and decimate the earth. The Empyrean 

abyss monster directly turned to ashes, scattering and disappearing. 

Picking up the tarnished black devil crystals, Ye Yuan was astonished. He said, “Well-deserving of being 

an Empyrean level tarnished black devil crystal, to actually still be able to maintain perfectly unscathed 

even against my Chaos Essence One Breath Sword. Empyrean level tarnished black devil crystals are 

indeed extraordinary!” 

At present, Ye Yuan’s essence, energy, and spirit, the three paths were all already cultivated to the peak 

of Origin Pill Realm. 



His state was also unprecedentedly harmonious. 

He was already just a step away from the next realm. 

With the Chaos Heavenspan Canon cultivating until this day, its extraordinary aspect was finally 

exhibited. 

Other people were unable to fuse essence, energy, and spirit into one, but after his divine essence realm 

reached the peak Origin Pill Realm, essence, energy, and spirit three paths fused into one naturally. 

And this state faintly echoed with the Origin Pill inside his divine sea, reaching a kind of delicate state. 

It seemed like there was something that was going to break through the soil. 

Ye Yuan understood that he was just missing an opportunity and he would be able to step into the next 

realm! 

“Ye Yuan, how did you do it? I’ve never heard before of someone capable of fusing essence, energy, and 

spirit into one! If this piece of news is spread in the Heavenspan World, it will bound to stir up a bloody 

storm!” 

Long Xiaochun’s face revealed a rare solemn expression. 

She knew that the significance of this matter was too severe. If it was known by people, Ye Yuan would 

likely face extremely dangerous circumstances. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Therefore, this matter can’t let people know! You guys should know what to 

do?” 

His gaze swept across everyone’s faces. Long Xun and the rest trembled all over, immediately 

understanding something. 

It was only to see Long Xun kneel on the ground with a thud. He then wailed pitifully. “Y-Your Excellency, 

spare my life! Little Xun was blind just now and didn’t see anything.” 

With Long Xun taking the lead, the rest knelt on the ground one after another, wailing inordinately. 

Ye Yuan could not help being speechless when he saw the situation and said, “When did I want your 

lives?” 

Big Brother Xun was taken aback and said stammeringly, “Your Excellency’s meaning isn’t to have us end 

ourselves?” 

Ye Yuan scolded laughingly, “Fool! Wanting to kill you all is merely a matter of snapping a finger. Do you 

think that I’d still talk so much crap with you all?” 

It was still Long Zhaotian who was smart, immediately rejoicing and directly swearing a Heavenly Dao 

Oath. Furthermore, the oath was extremely vicious. 

The others were enlightened, all following and swearing Heavenly Dao Oaths. 

The gazes of Big Brother Xun and the rest when looking at Ye Yuan gradually turned to respect from 

fear. 



If it were others, for the sake of their own safety, they would definitely kill them without the slightest 

hesitation. 

Once this kind of thing spread to the Heavenspan World, it would surely cause an enormous shock. 

The entire Heavenspan World would instantly fall into a mess. 

At that time, probably even Dao Ancestors would be startled too. Ye Yuan would fall into endless 

pursuit. 

Everyone would want to pry open Ye Yuan’s mouth and have him give an account on how to fuse 

essence, energy, and spirit. 

But Ye Yuan did not! 

This kind of lord was worth following! 

Long Xiaochun also had her palm towards the sky, preparing to swear a deadly oath, but she was 

stopped by Ye Yuan. 

“You don’t need to sweat it,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Long Xiaochun said uncertainly, “Why?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “A person who entered the Dragon Eye Cave without hesitation for a brother, 

what can I not trust about the person?” 

Long Xiaochun smiled sweetly and patted Ye Yuan’s shoulder as she said, “Good bro! But ... my Heavenly 

Dao Oath still has to be sworn. Furthermore ... they all have to die! Ye Yuan, the implications of this 

matter are too great.” 

With Long Xiaochun saying this, the hearts of Long Xun and the rest that had just been set at ease 

immediately tensed up again. 

Although they swore a deadly oath and there was naturally Heavenly Dao restricting it, swearing a 

Heavenly Dao Oath had its risks after all. 

If someone divulged Ye Yuan’s intel at the risk of certain death, then the consequences were too ghastly 

to imagine. 

However, Ye Yuan shook his head firmly and said, “When I, Ye Yuan, do things, I naturally have my own 

reason! Long Xun they all have no grudge nor enmity with me. Killing people to silence them, this sort of 

thing, I, Ye Yuan, can’t do it! Don’t bring this matter up anymore!” 

With Ye Yuan saying so, Long Xun and the rest felt warm in their hearts. 

This boss of theirs was truly different from the rest 

Even Long Xiaochun, this kind of person with pure thoughts, wanted to kill people to silence them 

permanently. It could be imagined how severe this matter was. 

However, Ye Yuan did not make a move against them without the slightest hesitation. 



“Your Excellency rest assured, even if I, Little Xun, dies, I also won’t divulge a clue!” Long Xun said firmly. 

“Your Excellency, Little Tian would rather die than to talk about this matter! 

“Your Excellency, me too!” 

... ... 

Everyone scrambled to get a word in, but their expressions had an unprecedented solemness. 

By the side, Long Xiaochun was stunned. She was very clear about these people’s temperament. 

Being opportunistic, being adept at currying favor, cravenly clinging onto life instead of braving death. 

All in all, Long Xiaochun failed to see some advantages from them. 

But until now, these people’s faces had an unprecedented solemness. Clearly, it came from the bottom 

of their hearts. 

“However, the prerequisite is that we can go out!” Long Xun suddenly thought of something as he said 

bitterly. 

In this Dragon Eye Cave, wanting to get out was far too difficult. 

Not going out, even if they knew an astonishing secret, it was impossible to divulge it either. 

Even if they wanted to leak it, there was nowhere to leak it too. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You all rest assured, I’ll find a spatial rift and bring you all out!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone trembled all over. 

“Your Excellency, you really have a way?” Long Xun said in disbelief. 

“Y-Your Excellency, this kind of thing can’t be joked around!” Long Zhaotian also said with an agitated 

look. 

Ye Yuan said confidently, “Of course, but ... I have to break through to the Empyrean Realm first!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2145: : Breakthrough Changes, Emergency Situation 

What Ye Yuan wanted to break through to was naturally not the Empyrean Realm. 

As for what kind of realm it was, he himself could not say for sure either. 

But Ye Yuan had a feeling that his next realm would definitely be extraordinary. 

It had been close to a year in a twinkle. Ye Yuan had killed many Empyrean level abyss monsters by 

working together with Long Xiaochun, obtaining quite a few tarnished black devil crystals at the 

Empyrean level 

The devilish energy contained inside those tarnished black devil crystals was extremely pure, more than 

a hundred times purer compared to True God Realm. 
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With these tarnished black devil crystals, Ye Yuan could start to assault the next realm. 

Inside a stone chamber in the camp, Ye Yuan sat cross-legged. His mind was in confusion. 

“My essence, energy, and spirit have all already reached the peak of Origin Pill Realm and formed a 

resonance. The Origin Pill inside the divine sea is already compressed to the limit too. Wonder what kind 

of unusual change will occur if I continue pouring in large quantities of chaos divine essence?” 

Inside Ye Yuan’s divine sea, the Origin Pill was already compressed until it was just the size of a pea. But 

the power contained inside was extremely horrifying. 

Around the Origin Pill, Dao marks revolved around, akin to a sea of lightning. 

“It’s time to begin!” 

Ye Yuan flipped his palm, several pieces of tarnished black devil crystals flew up, suspending around him. 

The Chaos Heavenspan Canon revolved. Ye Yuan started to absorb the devilish energy inside the 

tarnished black devil crystals frenziedly, pouring it into the Origin Pill. 

Empyrean level tarnished black devil crystals had immense reserves and were also extremely pure. 

Ye Yuan absorbing them was like a vast ocean flooding in, causing a huge impact on Ye Yuan’s divine sea. 

His Origin Pill was already being compressed to the extreme. Currently, the Chaos Heavenspan Canon 

continued to push chaos divine essence into the Origin Pill. 

All of a sudden, the Origin Pill started vibrating fiercely. 

An intense pain came from his abdomen area, Ye Yuan’s forehead broke out in cold sweat. 

However, this was just the beginning! 

The Chaos Heavenspan Canon completely did not care about whether the Origin Pill could withstand it 

or not, squeezing chaos divine essence in non-stop. 

The originally stable Origin Pill also became more and more unstable. 

This way, the pain that Ye Yuan suffered was also tremendous. 

“What powerful aura undulations! Is ... Is this really breaking through to the Empyrean Realm?” 

Outside the stone chamber, Long Xiaochun and the rest were currently standing guard for Ye Yuan. 

Sensing such intense undulations, Long Xiaochun also felt alarmed. 

She herself had broken through to the Empyrean Realm before and naturally knew what kind of concept 

was breaking through to the Empyrean Realm. 

But Ye Yuan only just started and the commotion was already even bigger than hers. 

“His Excellency’s commotion here is also too big! If it provokes a powerful abyss monster when the time 

comes, we can’t block it!” Long Xun said speechlessly. 



Before breaking through, Ye Yuan already joined hands with Long Xiaochun, cleaning up the abyss 

monsters in a radius of several hundred miles. 

But looking at it now, it was completely insufficient! 

Just the current commotion, the devilish energy in a radius of ten thousand miles already gathered over 

crazily. 

Such a huge commotion, to say that those powerful abyss monsters would not react, that would be 

seeing ghosts. 

One piece of tarnished black devil crystal after another was being absorbed. Ye Yuan’s aura became 

stronger and stronger. The Origin Pill in his abdomen became more and more unstable. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s expression changed wildly and said, “Damn it! Why at this time? This way, the 

tarnished black devil crystals that I prepared probably aren’t enough anymore!” 

It turned out that the Origin pill absorbing chaos divine essence crazily actually affected the fleshy body. 

At this time, his fleshy body actually started breaking through too, and he was going to transcend the 

tribulation! 

Rank seven nirvanic tribulation! 

The horrifying degree of rank seven nirvanic tribulation virtually made people despair. It was ten times 

more terrifying than the first six added up! 

At this juncture, the nirvanic tribulation arriving at the same time was simply deadly! 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan revolved the Chaos Heavenspan Canon crazily, absorbing tarnished black devil crystals like a 

whale swallowing seawater. 

The consumption rate of tarnished black devil crystals suddenly sped up. 

For the sake of this breakthrough, Ye Yuan naturally prepared adequately. But under this kind of 

situation currently, the reserves of tarnished black devil crystals were somewhat struggling to make 

ends meet. 

Rumble! 

Horrifying energy erupted, directly blasting the stone chamber to dust. 

Long Xiaochun’s pupils constricted and she cried out in surprise, “Not good! He ... He’s transcending the 

nirvanic tribulation at the same time! Is this guy mad?” 

As a dragon race Empyrean, she naturally knew the power of the rank seven nirvanic tribulation. 

Even if it was her, she did not dare to easily attempt it too. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually also wanted to transcend the nirvanic tribulation at the crucial juncture of 

breaking through to the Empyrean Realm! It was truly an action that courted death! 



How could she know that Ye Yuan had no command over himself either! 

In this world, he was the first person who fused essence, energy, and spirit, the three paths. Even he 

himself also did not know that such a problem would occur. 

But now, saying anything was too late as well. 

“This ... This is too crazy! His Excellency is really god-like, to actually dare transcend nirvanic tribulation 

when breaking through to be an Empyrean!” Long Xun had a look of worship and did not feel that it was 

dangerous at all. 

Ever since learning that Ye Yuan fused essence, energy, and spirit, the three paths, his worship of Ye 

Yuan was already akin to the waters of the Yellow River, flowing unceasingly. 

Since His Excellency dared to do so, he naturally had the confidence. There was no need to worry at all. 

“In this world, who isn’t extremely cautious like treading on thin ice when breaking through to the 

Empyrean Realm? But His Excellency is actually transcending two tribulations simultaneously! This really 

broadens our horizons!” Long Zhaotian also said with a look of worship. 

“Heh heh, no wonder His Excellency’s dragon race martial technique is so strong! It turns out that he’s of 

the perfect sixth transformation golden body! To be able to transcend rank six nirvanic tribulation is 

already rarely seen in this world. Now, if he were to transcend the rank seven nirvanic tribulation, I’m 

afraid that the moment he enters the Empyrean Realm, he’ll be able to contend with Second Firmament 

Empyreans,” Long Xun’s two eyes shone as he said. 

“Heh, more than that! Don’t you forget, His Excellency still has the Chaos Essence One Breath Sword!” 

Long Zhaotian said with a chuckle. 

The two people chimed in one after another, practically lauding Ye Yuan up to the heavens. But Ye Yuan 

knew his own suffering. The two tribulations already reached a very critical period, the tarnished black 

devil crystals almost could not sustain his needs anymore! 

Suddenly, Long Xiaochun’s face changed and she said, “Not good! There are Empyrean level abyss 

monsters that came!” 

Everyone’s faces changed, one powerful aura after another closed in from all directions. 

This huge commotion provoked powerful Empyrean level abyss monsters in the end. 

“This ... What to do?” The expressions of Long Xun and the rest changed wildly as they were in shock. 

In front of these Empyrean level abyss monsters, they did not even have the qualifications to be cannon 

fodders. 

An abyss monster casually puffing out a breath would eradicate them! 

Long Xiaochun’s expression became incomparably solemn, and she gritted her teeth and said, “If really 

can’t, I can only cry!” 



Long Xun revealed a smile that was uglier than crying as he said, “My grandaunt, already at this time, 

you’re still in the mood to crack jokes? If crying can resolve problems, then I’ll cry for three days and 

three nights right now.” 

But Long Xiaochun said seriously, “I’m not joking with you, when I cry, even I myself am scared. It’s just 

that I’m afraid that ... Ye Yuan probably can’t withstand it!” 

“Hahaha ... Ignorant human to actually cause such a huge commotion when breaking through, really 

courting death!” 

“That’s right, that’s right! This human is very strong. He must taste very good!” 

“At that time, each depends on their own ability! See who can get him!” 

... ... 

Each and every one of the abyss monsters revealed amused looks, all staring at Ye Yuan like hungry 

wolves. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2146: Visitor From the Abyss 

Looking at the bunch of greedy gazes giving off light in the darkness, Long Xiaochun’s heart sunk to rock-

bottom. 

The abyss monsters being summoned were extremely powerful. She even detected that there was a 

Third Firmament Empyrean Realm’s aura. 

Abyss monsters at this strength were not what she could deal with at all. 

“Don’t care anymore!” 

Long Xiaochun gritted her teeth and was actually really squeezing out tears over there. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s voice sounded in her ears: “Xiaochun, make use of the jade slip that I 

gave you and bring them all out! You don’t need to care about my side. Let them come over!” 

“But ...” Long Xiaochun was anxious. 

“No buts! Let them come over!” Ye Yuan directly interrupted. 

Long Xiaochun gritted her teeth, stomped her feet, and said, “You all, follow me!” 

Finished saying, she brought everyone and directly crushed the jade slip. 

The spatial node technique activated, Long Xiaochun and the rest were directly teleported out. 

“Lord Xiaochun, this ... We’re all gone, but what about Lord Ye?” Long Xun said worriedly. 

Long Xiaochun looked into the distance, her gaze glimmering as she said, “I hope that he has a way!” 

Over here, a group of Empyrean level abyss monsters was casting covetous eyes, getting closer and 

closer to Ye Yuan. 
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“Spatial node technique! Truly excellent means!” 

“Heh, the commotion of this human’s breakthrough is truly extraordinary! It’s even much stronger than 

us noble abyss monsters!” 

“Seems like he must be very delicious!” 

... ... 

The current Ye Yuan, in the view of the abyss monsters, Ye Yuan was the most tasty delicacy. 

As for Long Xiaochun they all escaping, it did not matter. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Finally, someone could not hold back and made a move against Ye Yuan. 

“The prey is mine! Nobody snatch!” 

“To dare snatch prey from me, are you all tired of living?” 

... ... 

Once someone made a move, the other abyss monsters all could not hold back, dashing over one after 

another. 

Such a delicious prey, how could they possibly give it to others? 

“Heh, truly, someone delivers a pillow when taking a nap! A bunch of fools, I was just worrying that the 

tarnished black devil crystals were insufficient! Since that’s the case, then I won’t be courteous!” 

In the group of abyss monsters’ ears, came Ye Yuan’s mocking laughter. They could not help being 

greatly alarmed in their hearts. 

Right then, a horrifying energy undulation erupted from Ye Yuan’s body. 

“Dao births one, one births two, two births three, three births myriad life! I finally understand!” Amidst 

the explosion sound, came Ye Yuan’s hearty laughter. 

Feeling this energy that could decimate heaven and earth, the group of Empyrean level abyss monsters 

felt their hairs stand on end. An incredible feeling of danger welled up in their hearts. 

“Not good! Quickly run!” 

“Damn it! Does this guy not want his life anymore?” 

... ... 

Alarmed and angry voices lingered incessantly. These Empyrean level abyss monsters turned tail and 

ran. 

But it was already too late! 

A noiseless explosion extended in all directions, destroying everything! 



Including Ye Yuan himself! 

The current Ye Yuan directly blew up into ashes! 

However, his body was condensed again very quickly, then obliterated, rinse and repeat like this. 

Nirvanic Tribulation! 

Amidst this horrifying explosion, Ye Yuan was transcending the nirvanic tribulation. 

Not just this, Ye Yuan’s divine soul was similarly being blown into pieces. 

In the center of this horrifying energy, there were only two things that were not destroyed. 

One was the World Suppressing Stele. 

The other was Ye Yuan’s consciousness! 

Time could be destroyed, but only consciousness was imperishable! 

“Tarnished black devil crystals, absorb for me!” 

Those tarnished black devil crystals were directly gobbled up by Ye Yuan, fusing into the explosions, 

using to condense the fleshy body, using to re-mold the divine soul! 

These Second Firmament and Third Firmament Empyrean Realm tarnished black devil crystals were 

incomparably pure, the energy was also extremely plentiful. To the current Ye Yuan, it was simply a 

great tonic. 

The explosions were still continuing, the entire Dragon Eye Cave was trembling. 

Those powerful abyss monsters were frightened until they ran like mad outside. 

The void shattered, gale winds wreaked havoc. 

The entire Dragon Eye Cave fell into utter chaos. 

... ... 

In the extreme depths, several archaic auras suddenly emerged, emitting voices there were 

simultaneously alarmed and enraged. 

A hoarse voice roared angrily, “Damn it! The third layer’s seal is actually broken!” 

Another ancient voice said, “Sigh, we have guarded the abyss for countless years! Ididn’t expect that it 

actually had the seals broken by someone from outside!” 

Another person said, “Could it be that ... our eight great Abyss Suppressing Pseudo Worlds were 

breached? Someone attempted to breach the abyss from the outside world?” 

At this time, a voice that seemed to have crawled out of a grave opened its mouth and said, “Stop 

guessing randomly! Bai Chen, you go and take a look.” 

“Yes.” 



Amidst the darkness, someone answered, turning into a streak of white shadow, disappearing. 

When Bai Chen’s figure landed at the Dragon Eye Cave, his pupils could not help constricting. 

“This ... It’s actually like this! Interesting, really interesting! Looks like the Heavenspan World that has 

been peaceful for so long is finally having great waves stir again!” Bai Chen’s voice was full of 

complicatedness. 

“Fortunately, the seal’s damage isn’t big. Otherwise, if those second layer’s monsters rush out, it would 

be too much to bear.” 

As he said, Bai Chen kneaded incomparably profound seals in his hands and sent them into the void. 

The entire Dragon Eye Cave finally calmed down once again. 

The explosions were still going on, but the fiercest explosion was naturally that instant at the beginning. 

Now, the destructive power was already far from before. 

“Many thanks for Senior taking action. Otherwise, this junior would have gotten into trouble.” 

In Bai Chen’s mind, a voice suddenly appeared, making his state of mind that found it hard to fluctuate 

for hundreds of millions of years have a trace of ripple. 

His brows furrowed, and he said, “A puny little Empyrean, you can actually discover this emperor’s 

existence?” 

Bai Chen’s appearance was just like a speck of dust, being unable to cause any waves to this layer’s 

space at all. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan could actually notice him. 

This shock was naturally by no means insignificant. 

Although the commotion that Ye Yuan caused was horrifying, what kind of eyesight did Bai Chen have? 

He saw through that Ye Yuan was merely breaking through rank seven with one glance. He was not even 

considered as an expert in Bai Chen’s eyes. 

This kind of strength, even if they scratched their heads bloody, they could forget about discovering his 

existence too. 

But Ye Yuan actually discovered it. 

“Junior’s current state is a little special, everything in this Dragon Eye Cave is clear at a glance. Hence, I 

can discover Senior,” Ye Yuan transmitted his voice. 

Bai Chen’s gaze glimmered slightly, also no idea what he was thinking about. 

“Looks like a remarkable little fellow emerged in the Heavenspan World! Eh, didn’t expect that you have 

some connections to the dragon race,” Bai Chen said in surprise. 

His strength was exceedingly formidable, just through this wisp of divine sense voice transmission, he 

detected the existence of Ye Yuan’s dragon soul. 



“Junior’s mother is from the dragon race,” Ye Yuan knew that it could not help from Bai Chen and said 

honestly. 

His current state was extremely mysterious, he could feel that this Bai Chen was unfathomable, virtually 

akin to a god. 

The strongest person that Ye Yuan had seen before was merely Ji Mo. 

But he had a feeling that Ji Mo was probably not even dregs in front of this white-clothed old man. 

Bai Chen nodded and said, “So that’s how it is. I hope that you remember your identity. With your 

talent, you’re bound to take on a huge responsibility in the future!” 

Ye Yuan replied, “Senior garrisoning here, your merits are the greatest. Junior understands what I should 

do in my heart.” 

Bai Chen nodded slightly and said, “You break through well then. This emperor is leaving.” 

Finished talking, his figure directly dissipated into the world. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2147: Decisive 

“Old Bai, you wouldn’t be lying through your teeth, right? A mere True God Realm’s breakthrough can 

blow the third seal open?” 

When Bai Chen returned to the abyss, he recounted the things that he saw, immediately drawing the 

other powerhouses’ suspicion. 

A mere True God Realm expert breaking through to the Empyrean Realm, no matter how monstrous, it 

was also impossible to blow up the third seal!” 

One had to know that this third seal, even if it was a Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor, they could 

forget about breaching it in the slightest too. 

In the darkness, Bai Chen could not be bothered to provide an explanation and said with a light 

smile, “Heh, really an interesting kid! Not only did he blow open the seal, he actually even discovered 

my existence. Oh, right, Boss, that kid even has some connection to you! I see that this kid is pretty 

good, so I left behind some lucky chances to him on your behalf. Of course, if he falls into a wrong path 

in the future, you can borrow it to restrict him too.” 

“Oh? Listening to you, it’s indeed an interesting little fellow. It’s too bad that we can’t abandon our 

posts. Otherwise, I’d really go and take a look at this kid. But listening to what you said, this boy is 

extraordinary. The Heavenspan World will likely be in an upheaval situation again.” Amidst the gloomy 

and dark abyss, another voice came over. 

Bai Chen sighed slightly and said, “It’s as the Doomsday Battle is right before our eyes. I didn’t expect 

that Heavenly Dao Samsara is finally going to start again.” 

After sighing, everyone fell silent. The abyss recovered tranquility once more. 

... ... 
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Inside Raindragon Stronghold, Heavenly Emperor powerhouses were all present. 

The entrance of the Dragon Eye Cave was shaking intensely and actually started cracking apart. 

Everyone’s divine essence poured out wildly, joining hands to stabilize the seal. 

But a powerful strength burst out of the seal, making the faces of the group of Heavenly Emperors turn 

white. 

Seven to eight Heavenly Emperor joined hands before barely managing to maintain the seal from 

breaking. 

Long Chi’s complexion was ashen as he gritted his teeth and said, “Damn it! Whe Dragon Eye Cave’s seal 

has never had a problem before. Why did it cause such a big commotion this time?” 

Dragon Lord’s face was also pale as she said, “I’m afraid that a powerful abyss monster was born inside 

and it’s assaulting the seal? Xiaochun will be ... fine inside, right?” 

Long Chi smiled coldly and said, “Like this, it’s good too, at least that boy is definitely dead! Hao-er, your 

spirit in heaven can rest in peace.” 

Long Zhi suddenly thought of something and opened his mouth and said, “Dragon Lord, this commotion 

... wouldn’t be caused by Xiaochun encountering some danger, right?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces changed. 

Clearly, this sort of possibility was very high. 

“Humph! Indeed a misfortune star, not stopping even after entering the Dragon Eye Cave!” Long Chi said 

with a cold snort. 

Dragon Lord’s pretty face turned slightly cold as she said in a cold voice, “Long Chi! Don’t you forget 

Xiaochun’s identity! The Dragon Eye Cave was originally managed by you, but because of your 

negligence, you let Xiaochun fall into a dangerous situation. If this matter was reported upstairs, can you 

bear the consequences?” 

Long Chi’s face changed slightly, not daring to speak anymore. 

“Mn? The undulations seem to be smaller!” Suddenly, Long Zhi spoke up. 

Sure enough, the intense undulations coming from inside gradually became small, finally completely 

stabilizing. 

All of the Heavenly Emperors finally let out a sigh in relief. 

At this time, a din suddenly came from outside the stone tower. 

Long Chi was currently pissed, and he said with a cold snort, “Who is making noise here? Don’t they 

know that this is a restricted area inside the stronghold?” 

As he said, his figure moved, disappearing on the spot. 



“You all, let me go in! Let me go in!” Lu-er attempted to charge into the stone tower but was blocked 

firmly by the guards. 

The Dragon Clan guard said in a solemn voice, “If the few of you keep causing trouble, don’t blame us 

for not being courteous anymore!” 

The ones guarding the stone tower were all Empyrean powerhouses. Once they took action, Lu-er and 

the rest were naturally not a match. 

Lu-er had a sorrowful face as she gritted her teeth and said, “I’m begging you guys, let me go in! Young 

Master didn’t come out for ten years! I’m going in to find him!” 

Actually, for these ten years, Lu-er spent each day very tormentedly. 

If not for Ye Yuan’s order, the agreement of ten years, she would have long charged into the Dragon Eye 

Cave. 

But along with the passing of time, the ten-year date got closer and closer. The hopes of Ye Yuan coming 

out became bleaker and bleaker, she finally could not wait anymore. 

It was just that the guard was cold as ice and did not bend the rules at all. 

“What has us wanting to enter the Dragon Eye Cave got to do with you all? His Excellency isn’t coming 

out, then we’ll go in to find him!” Ning Tianping said angrily. 

A figure appeared and said coolly, “He already died inside, you all don’t need to go in anymore!” 

It was precisely Long Chi! 

Lu-er looked at Long Chi hatefully, wishing to swallow him alive. 

She knew that it was this person who sent Young Master into the hopeless land, Dragon Eye Cave. 

“You’re spurting nonsense! It’s impossible for Young Master to die!” Lu-er screamed. 

“Right, His Excellency is especially gifted; a peerless talent. He absolutely won’t be stumped by a puny 

little Dragon Eye Cave!” Ning Tianping also said with an indignant and resentful face. 

Seeing the despaired looks of Lu-er and the rest, Long Chi was full of delight in his heart. 

What he wanted was precisely such a result. 

“Heh heh, puny little Dragon Eye Cave? You guys have stayed here for ten years and probably haven’t 

truly understood what kind of place the Dragon Eye Cave is! That place seals countless abyss monsters. 

Each abyss monster is several times stronger than same rank humans. In there, what fills the air isn’t 

spiritual energy but devilish energy. One cannot cultivate inside the Dragon Eye Cave. Replenishment is 

extremely difficult. The divine essence expended will frequently not have enough time to be replenished 

and there will be abyss monsters rushing over again. How long do you all feel that he can live under this 

kind of environment? Honestly telling you guys, there was once a Heavenly Emperor who was relegated 

into the Dragon Eye Cave, and he never came out again!” 

Long Chi said a lot in one breath, saying the brutality of the Dragon Eye Cave in its entirety. 



The more they listened, the heavier the mood of Lu-er and the rest. 

In the end, it was close to despairing. 

They knew that Ye Yuan was formidable. But no matter how impressive the person, under this kind of 

environment, there would also come a time where their strength would be depleted. 

Then, could Ye Yuan last ten years? 

“You ... You’re talking nonsense! If not for you, Young Master also wouldn’t have entered the Dragon 

Eye Cave too! I ... I’ll fight it out with you!” 

Lu-er was indignant and leaped up, it was as if space was frozen. 

The others all had sorrowful and indignant faces. Inclusive of Loneswan, all of them rushed over toward 

Long Chi. 

But, what kind of existence was Long Chi? 

This level of attack was completely too weak to stand the competition in front of him. 

“Snort!” 

Long Chi did not move and just gave a cold snort. It was akin to a clap of thunder, striking everyone’s 

hearts. 

“Puhwark!” 

“Puhwark!” 

“Puhwark!” 

... ... 

The few people spewed out a mouthful of fresh blood at the same time, figures flying out backward. 

In front of a Heavenly Emperor, Empyreans were ants, let alone that they were just True God Realm? 

“Overestimating your own ability! If not for that kid forcing this emperor to swear a Heavenly Dao Oath, 

you all would already be dead people now!” Long Chi said with a cold snort. 

Long Chi had sullen anger on his face, but he was incomparably delighted in his heart. 

Killing Lu-er they all was merely the effort of lifting a hand. They were merely ants to him. 

But only seeing these people’s extremely grievous appearances, would he be in a great mood. 

Lu-er clenched her teeth hard, her gaze icy-cold. 

“Since that’s the case, then I’ll force you to act and kill me! Today, I’m going to perish together with you 

and avenge Young Master!” 

Without the slightest hesitation, Lu-er rushed over toward Long Chi once more like a moth flying into 

the fire. 



“Right, we’ll fight it out with you! Since you don’t dare to kill us, then we’ll force you to kill us!” Ning 

Tianping gave a cold cry and also rushed over. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2148: First Blossom of Chaos! 

Inside the Dragon Eye Cave, the faces of Long Xiaochun and the rest revealed the joy of having survived 

a disaster. 

The explosion was too violent, Long Xiaochun crushed quite a few jade slips in a row and teleported to 

the furthest spatial node before barely managing to avoid the power of the explosion. 

Even so, each and every one of them was also made dusty and dirty in appearance, seemingly very 

ragged. 

“L-Lord Xiaochun, the commotion that Lord Ye caused is a little too big, right?” Long Xun said with 

lingering fear in his heart. 

“Too terrifying! Even if a Heavenly Emperor is in the center of the explosion, they would probably also 

die without any corpse left, right? Lord Ye wouldn’t ... He wouldn’t have ...” Long Zhaotian’s complexion 

turned white as he said. 

“Shut up!” 

Long Xiaochun directly interrupted Long Zhaotian’s follow-up words and said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan 

must still be alive!” 

The others were silent like cicadas in winter, but reason told them that Ye Yuan’s hopes of survival were 

virtually none. 

One had to know, Ye Yuan was in the center of the explosion. Such a horrifying explosion, how could it 

be possible to survive? 

“The explosion has subsided. Let’s go over and take a look!” Long Xiaochun had a rarely-seen serious 

expression as she said. 

... ... 

“This is my own world?” 

Amidst the region of chaos, Ye Yuan’s consciousness overlooked the world, his heart surging. 

All the way until today, he finally created a world that belonged to him. 

This stretch of chaos was boundless and gray, without the slightest signs of life. Furthermore, it was 

even expanded outwards at an extremely fast speed, becoming larger and larger. 

“My world is only born a full three major realms later than others. Looking at this, it seems to be 

somewhat different from the rest!” Ye Yuan looked at this stretch of chaos as he muttered. 
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Even though Ye Yuan did not go through Divine Lord Realm before, having spent so long in the 

Heavenspan World, the powerhouses that he had seen before were countless and he was not foreign to 

hewing open a world. 

When martial artists reached Divine Lord Realm, they needed to have a point singularity of the 

Heavenspan World as a foundation, expanding and developing, creating their own world. 

Putting it bluntly, this Heavenspan World had countless powerhouses that created countless small 

worlds, but they were all based on the Heavenspan World and were an extension of the Heavenspan 

World. 

Including East Suppression Pseudo World this kind of powerful pseudo worlds, it was also a part of the 

Heavenspan World in the end. 

But Ye Yuan’s method of breaking through was totally different. 

His world was entirely created by himself! 

No point singularity, no time, and also no space. 

This stretch of chaos was a brand new world! 

When chaos blossomed initially, heaven and earth were not divided. 

Everything was a wilderness awaiting development; a blank piece of paper. 

How this world would develop in the future completely depended on him. 

This kind of control was not restricted by the Heavenspan World! 

Ye Yuan could feel that this world seemed to be two parallel worlds from the Heavenspan World, 

neither interfering with the other. 

And it was not the same as the other small worlds, being an extension of the Heavenspan World. 

Furthermore, the chaos spiritual energy of Ye Yuan’s world was incomparably thick. It was even 

thousands, tens of thousands of times thicker than the Heavenspan World’s spiritual energy! 

Even if there was thinning in the future, it could also reach the Heavenspan World’s level. 

Other small worlds, such as the Immortal Grove World, the spiritual energy inside was drastically 

diluted, the amount extremely low. 

Hence, it was even harder than trying to ascend to the heavens for martial artists to want to break 

through the shackles and arrive at the Heavenspan World. 

Even a colossal pseudo world like the East Suppression Pseudo World was a shade inferior when 

compared to the Heavenspan World too. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was deep as he slowly said, “I seem to ... have understood something! Looks like the path 

that I’m taking is a true path that leads to the highest heaven! They are unable to fuse essence, energy, 

and spirit three paths because their path is fundamentally wrong! Their path relies on the Heavenspan 

World. So how can they break the shackles of the Heavenspan World? Even if it’s the Dao Ancestors, 



they are merely a powerful life-form in this Heavenspan World too, never able to transcend! But for me 

to be able to walk to this step, it’s still all thanks to the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain!” 

Cultivating the Chaos Heavenspan Canon until today, experiencing countless hardships, Ye Yuan finally 

created his own world. 

Even though this world was still very small, being not even as large as a Divine Lord Realm’s small world, 

Ye Yuan’s world was a thousand times, ten thousand times stronger than Heavenly Emperor Realms in 

terms of quality. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s world had limitless possibilities! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s thoughts stirred. A figure appeared in Ye Yuan’s world, it was precisely Dustless! 

When Dustless saw this world that was merely a thousand feet in radius, he was shocked until his eyes 

went wide and he was tongue-tied. 

“This ... This is your world? T-Too inconceivable!” Dustless said with a sigh of admiration. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Before breaking through the realm, I was also unable to imagine that my 

world would actually be like this!” 

Dustless muttered, “Wrong! Turns out that the world was wrong! Divine Lord hewing open a world, 

Empyrean controlling a world, Heavenly Emperor dominating the world, turns out that ... it was all 

wrong! Ye Yuan, your path is the true great path that leads to the highest heaven!” 

Dustless watched Ye Yuan walked over step by step, carrying confusion, carrying uncertainty, carrying 

limitless hardships! 

But now, the fact finally proved that the path Ye Yuan took was correct! 

This world was a world that Dustless had never seen before. 

Just one glance and he saw through the extraordinary aspects of this world. 

“Being able to walk until this step today is still all thanks to Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove! If not 

for him, if not for the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, I can only fade into the crowd as well.” Ye Yuan said 

with an emotional sigh. 

But Dustless shook his head and said, “That’s not it! It’s foreordained by heaven! Do you still remember 

the words that Immortal Grove said before dying?” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly. Immortal Grove had once said before dying that the meaning of his existence 

was Ye Yuan’s birth! 

“The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s masters isn’t just you alone! But regardless of whether it was 

Immortal Grove or Fang Tian, they both did not take this step. Immortal Grove had outstanding talent 

and comprehended Dao in front of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain for several million years and is also 

less than a fraction of you! It was not that he can’t make it, but it was that ... you’re too strong! You’re 

the person that Heavenly Dao chose!” Dustless said with somewhat of an upsurge of emotion. 



Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “A heart that yearns for Dao. I’ve never changed before. But my 

greatest wish right now is still being able to revive Lingxue!” 

Dustless said, “Silly child, you’ve already done sufficiently well! 2000 years of comprehending Dao, 

hewing open a new world, who could do it? However, this new realm of yours isn’t Heavenly Empyrean. 

So how should it be called?” 

Ye Yuan’s path was a brand new path, the realm was naturally different. 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “Now that the chaos has just bloomed, call it Chaos Realm then!” 

Feeling the berserk spiritual energy amidst the chaos, Dustless could not help laughing as he said, 

“Chaos Realm, rather fitting! But after today, the spiritual energy that your cultivation requires will be 

horrifying!” 

Ye Yuan also smiled bitterly and said, “This is also something that can’t be helped. If not for leaving Lu-er 

the ten-year agreement, I really can’t bear to leave this place!” 

From entering the Dragon Eye Cave until now, it had been 10 years. 

Ye Yuan was scared that Lu-er they all were worried, so that was why he chose to break through at this 

juncture. 

He knew that Lu-er probably had a rough time these ten years. 

Rather, his realm advanced by leaps and bounds these ten years, directly breaking through to Chaos 

Realm from Seventh Firmament Origin Pill Realm! 

Towards this great gift that Long Chi gave him, Ye Yuan really could not quite bear to leave! 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s thoughts stirred, and he said with a smile, “Mn? The nirvanic tribulation is also 

transcended already, my fleshy body also broke through to rank seven!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2149: Grandaunt 

Feeling the explosive power coming from his body, Ye Yuan was extremely satisfied with this physical 

body. 

The tribulation of rank seven nirvanic tribulation was the nightmare of body cultivators. 

Without an indomitable strong will, there was completely no way to transcend. 

But to Ye Yuan, this was precisely his forte. 

This process was incomparably painful. But pulling through, sweetness would come after the bitterness. 

With a perfect seventh transformation golden body, one’s vital energy was exuberant like the noonday 

sun shining high above. 

Ye Yuan felt that even if he did not utilize divine essence now, he could blow up an Empyrean level abyss 

monster with one punch. 
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“Heh heh, breaking through this time is really a metamorphosis! Essence, energy, and spirit three paths 

are akin to a nirvanic rebirth, causing my strength to skyrocket!” Ye Yuan said with an emotional sigh. 

“Essence, energy, and spirit fusing, it’s truly incomparably terrifying! It’s just too bad that apart from 

you, no one in this Heavenspan World can do it at all!” Dustless also marveled with admiration. 

Ye Yuan nodded with a slight smile. Suddenly, he made a slight sound of surprise. A dragon-shaped mark 

appeared between Ye Yuan’s brows. 

“Looks like ... that senior was indeed unfathomable, to actually leave behind this mark on my body 

unknowingly! However ... this mark seems to be like a seed, containing tremendous power inside, 

waiting for me to develop.” 

Feeling this imprint, Ye Yuan immediately connected it to Bai Chen. 

To be able to plant a mark on his body unknowingly, apart from that Bai Chen, who else could there 

be?” 

Currently, he still could not feel danger from this imprint, so he simply allowed it to take its natural 

course. 

“Ye Yuan!” 

“Lord Ye!” 

... ... 

Suddenly, a series of surprised yells came from afar. It was precisely Long Xiaochun they all who rushed 

over. 

“I knew that you’d be fine!” 

Long Xiaochun had a look of pleasant surprise. Suddenly, her face changed and she said in surprise, “You 

... You broke through?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Huhu, fusing essence, energy, and spirit three paths, I also didn’t expect that 

the nirvanic tribulation would suddenly arrive. Originally, the tarnished black devil crystals were not 

enough to use. Who knew that those Empyrean Realm abyss monsters actually delivered themselves to 

the doorstep, resolving my imminent problem.” 

When everyone heard, they could not help being speechless. 

To be able to treat Empyrean level abyss monsters as preys, Lord Ye was also one of a kind. 

A hint of cunningness suddenly flashed across in Long Xiaochun’s eyes and she suddenly threw a punch 

out. 

A horrifying power made the space give off cracking sounds. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and also threw a punch out. 

Bang! 



Long Xiaochun’s figure flew out backward and retreated several hundred feet in a row before barely 

managing to stabilize her figure. 

While Ye Yuan did not budge an inch. 

Seeing this scene, Big Brother Xun and the rest all had shocked faces. 

They all knew that Long Xiaochun was an abnormally strong girl. Her pair of fists could practically have a 

showdown with First Firmament Empyrean abyss monsters. 

But this freakishly strong girl actually lost to Ye Yuan in one punch! 

Furthermore, looking at the appearance, Ye Yuan did not use full strength at all. 

Ye Yuan just broke through to Empyrean Realm and did not even have time to consolidate his realm yet, 

and his strength was actually so strong already! 

“How impressive! Indeed well-deserving of being the perfect seventh transformation golden body! If 

you gave it your all, it’s likely that your strength already doesn’t lose to Second Firmament Empyreans!” 

Long Xiaochun marveled. 

Ye Yuan said casually, “If it’s dealing with a Second Firmament Empyrean, it shouldn’t be anything 

difficult.” 

This was the powerful aspect of the perfect seventh transformation! 

Breaking through to rank seven, it would be an explosive increase in strength. 

Coupled with a powerful cultivation method and martial technique, jumping realms to battle in 

Empyrean Realm would also be a cinch! 

“Freak!” Long Xiaochun could not help rolling her eyes. 

She was absolutely synonymous with genius in the Dragon Clan. 

But in front of Ye Yuan, she really could not find any sense of superiority at all. 

This guy was too freakish! 

Ye Yuan sized Long Xiaochun up, a peculiar look on his face. 

Long Xiaochun was looked at by Ye Yuan until all her hair stood on end and she said, “W-What are you 

doing, looking at me like that.” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh, “I broke through to rank seven, my Atavism Dragon Soul 

has already completely awakened.” 

Long Xiaochun said doubtfully, “So what?” 

Ye Yuan smiled bitterly and said, “It turns out that the Immortal Grove World’s dragon ancestor was 

actually your mother’s big brother ...” 

The moment this came out, Long Xiaochun’s expression also became odd. 



Suddenly, Long Xiaochun finally could not contain it anymore and burst out laughing. 

“Hehehe ... Come, come, come! Call me grandaunt! Hahahaha ... I’m dying of laughter, hahahaha ...” 

Long Xiaochun laughed herself into fits, convulsing heavily, virtually almost not able to breathe. 

By the side, Long Xun and the rest were also holding in their laughter at the beginning. 

In the end, they finally could not hold it in and collectively burst into laughter. 

They never would have thought that there was actually still this layer of relationship between Ye Yuan 

and Long Xiaochun. 

Ye Yuan was speechless. He had treated Long Xiaochun as a little sister all along. 

But after he awakened the Atavism Dragon Soul, some of the Immortal Grove World’s dragon ancestor’s 

memories also appeared in his head. 

It turned out that the dragon ancestor and Raindragon Stronghold’s dragon lord were actually brother 

and sister. 

This also explained why he felt very close when he saw Long Xiaochun. 

Several million years also, the dragon ancestor felt self-assured for being a genius and wanted to follow 

his progenitor’s footsteps, and he barged into the Dragon Eye Cave alone. 

Who could have thought that he fell into a hopeless situation inside the Dragon Eye Cave that was 

plagued with dangers in the end? 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove accidentally stumbled into the Dragon Eye Cave from a spatial rift 

and saved the dragon ancestor, Long Qin, as well as the four great divine beasts’ progenitors. 

These few mighty divine beasts followed Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove in order to repay the life-

saving grace. 

And the four great progenitors also propagated in the Immortal Grove World. 

Who could have thought that later, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was killed, the four great 

progenitors’ whereabouts also became unknown. 

But in the dragon ancestor’s memories, he had a younger sister called Long Xiyue, who was precisely the 

current Raindragon Stronghold’s Dragon Lord. 

This way, Ye Yuan was actually many times junior relative to Long Xiaochun. 

This label ‘grandaunt’ was ought to be called out. 

But to make Ye Yuan call her this, it was too difficult. 

With this, the seniority was off. 

“Ye Yuan, quickly call, quickly call! Otherwise, Grandaunt will be unhappy. Call and there will be a 

reward! Hehehe ...” Long Xiaochun ridiculed. 



Ye Yuan could not help rolling his eyes. With this, he would never be able to lift his head in front of Long 

Xiaochun. 

Of course, making him call Long Xiaochun grandaunt, that was impossible. 

“Alright, stop messing around! It’s getting late, we should go out!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Sure enough, one sentence immediately attracted everyone’s attention. 

“Your Excellency, is this real? You can really bring us out?” Long Xun said in pleasant surprise. 

The others also had looks of anticipation. This kind of place was simply akin to hell to them. 

Ye Yuan secretly let out a sigh of relief and said coolly, “Of course! My spatial law is already 

comprehended to the sixth firmament. What does looking for a mere spatial rift count for? Moreover, 

there are also coordinates of a spatial rift in my inheritance memory.” 

Before breaking through to the Chaos Realm, it would really still be somewhat troublesome for Ye Yuan 

to look for a spatial rift. 

But during the explosive, Ye Yuan’s consciousness entered a very profound and mysterious realm and 

knew this third layer seal like the back of his hand. 

The spatial rift coordinates that he currently grasped were no less than five. 

Long Xiaochun was also distracted by Ye Yuan and hurriedly said, “Then still waiting for what? Hurry up 

and go! This damn place, I don’t wish to stay for a second longer!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head slightly and said, “Follow me then.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2150: What a Great Fortuitous Encounter! 

Above the void, several figures were akin to moths flying into the fire, pouncing over toward the 

powerful existence. 

Long Chi had an impatient look on his face, clearly very annoyed. 

The restriction of Heavenly Dao Oaths on Martial Dao powerhouses was extremely great. Lu-er and the 

rest were currently unleashing suicide attacks against him. It would naturally be fatal to him. 

At this time, if other people made a move to kill Lu-er and the others, it would be the same as him 

violating the oath, and he would likewise be erased by Heavenly Dao. 

Being restricted by the Heavenly Dao Oath, he did not dare to actually deal a killing blow either, being 

annoyed badly by Lu-er and the rest. 

At this time, Loneswan, Ning Tianping, Yang Fei-er, and Loneswan, were covered in blood all over, 

already having sustained extremely heavy injuries. 

A casual wave of Long Chi’s hands was simply a destructive blow to them. 

However, this was precisely what they desired! 
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Use the Heavenly Dao Oath to kill him! 

Hence, even if their injuries were extremely severe, they also dragged their weary bodies and unleashed 

suicide attacks. 

“Humph! A bunch of ants, do you really think that this Emperor can’t do anything to you?” 

Long Chi grabbed with one hand, an unrivaled domain force directly imprisoned everyone. 

Even Loneswan, this Empyrean, was unable to move a muscle too. 

The might of a Heavenly Emperor was displayed in its entirety! 

Ning Tianping’s eyes turned bloodshot from anger and he roared furiously, “F*cking Long Chi! If you 

have the capabilities, kill this father of yours! Otherwise, I will tear you to shreds one day!” 

Long Chi had a disdainful look as he said, “Wildly arrogant and ignorant! The more you cultivate, the 

more you’ll understand the disparity between True Gods and Heavenly Emperor! It’s impossible for you 

to be this Emperor’s match your whole life!” 

“Long Chi, you despicable villain! There will come one day when I’ll settle this score with you!” Lu-er 

yelled at the top of her voice. 

The current Lu-er’s eyes were full of hatred. 

She secretly swore to definitely cultivate properly after today, to avenge Young Master. 

Long Chi’s brows furrowed slightly, his heart somewhat rippling. 

He thought nothing of the others, but Lu-er was a little special. 

With his vision, he could naturally perceive Lu-er’s talent. 

Although the realm of Heavenly Emperor was extremely difficult, Lu-er had hopes of breaking through. 

If allowed to take its own course, this lass might be a great enemy in the future. 

“Damn it! That brat dug a pit for me! Really troublesome! I didn’t expect that this Emperor was clever 

for a lifetime, but I’m actually scammed by a dead person in the end!” 

Only at this time did Long Chi come to realize the truth. When Ye Yuan forced him to swear a Heavenly 

Dao Oath, he actually secretly dug a pit. 

He could not kill Lu-er they all, but Lu-er could kill him! 

Right now, Lu-er they all were naturally ants in Long Chi’s eyes. 

But, ten thousand years later, 100 thousand years later, a million years later? 

With Lu-er’s talent, breaking through to be a Heavenly Emperor might also not be impossible. 

If there was really that day, it would be troublesome. 

Long Chi felt gloomy in his heart, wishing to dig Ye Yuan out of his grave and pummel brutally. 



“Humph! Do you think that this Emperor can’t do anything to you like this? Right now, this Emperor will 

seal your divine sea and imprison you forever in Raindragon Stronghold! I want to see how you guys still 

plan to take revenge!” Long Chi said with a cold smile. 

Everyone’s faces changed drastically, clearly not expecting that this guy was so vicious. 

Seeing the expressions of Lu-er and the others, Long Chi had a smug look as he said, “Heh heh, weren’t 

you all very cocky just now? Lift your heads and take a look at this blue sky! This will be the last time 

that you’ll be seeing it!” 

Finished talking, Long Chi’s finger lightly tapped. A powerful force tore through the air and was about to 

seal Lu-er’s divine sea. 

Yet, right at this time, a change suddenly occurred! 

Layers of ripples emerged in the air, Lu-er’s figure disappeared bizarrely. 

Long Chi’s pupils constricted and he said in a thunderous rage, “Who is it? Get out for this Emperor!” 

The void rippled, a figure emerged. Who could it be if not Ye Yuan? 

“Do you still want face or not, old dog?” Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and looked at Long Chi, full of killing 

intent. 

“Your Excellency!” 

“Master!” 

When Ning Tianping and the rest saw Ye Yuan, they could not help being pleasantly surprised. 

While on the other side, Long Chi’s eyeballs were almost popping out. 

He had an expression like he had seen a ghost as he said in shock, “Ye Yuan! You ... You came out of the 

Dragon Eye Cave? This ... This isn’t possible!” 

Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and said with a cold smile, “What’s impossible about it? Am I not standing 

perfectly well in front of you?” 

In Ye Yuan’s embrace was the extremely weak Lu-er. But currently, she had a happy look. 

Originally, hearing Long Chi’s description of the Dragon Eye Cave, Lu-er already completely lost all hope. 

She already made the resolve to take revenge for Ye Yuan. 

But in a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan actually appeared in front of her alive and well. There was really 

nothing more blissful than this. 

“Young Master, it’s really great that you’re fine!” Lu-er hugged Ye Yuan tightly as she said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan’s face revealed a hint of a smile and said, “Silly girl, so desperate for what? Didn’t Young Master 

promise you that I’ll definitely return within ten years?” 

Lu-er nodded her head hard, a blissful look on her face. 



Long Chi had not recovered from his shock yet when suddenly, his pupils shrunk again. 

“You ... You broke through to the Empyrean Realm? This ... This is impossible! A short ten years, you 

broke through to be an Empyrean in a place like the Dragon Eye Cave?” 

The aura exuding from Ye Yuan’s body clearly already surpassed True God Realm, reaching the level of 

Empyrean Realm. 

In fact, the aura on Ye Yuan’s body was even more than a magnitude stronger than ordinary First 

Firmament Empyreans. 

A short ten years, going from Seventh Firmament True God to First Firmament Empyrean, Long Chi 

doubted whether he saw wrongly or not. 

Furthermore, the current Ye Yuan actually gave him a feeling of absolute secrecy, as if it was a dense fog 

in front of him. 

Logically speaking, when a Heavenly Emperor looked at an Empyrean, that was seeing through at one 

glance. Why would this kind of illogical feeling appear? 

The commotion here already attracted quite a few people to surround and watch. 

Feeling the aura on Ye Yuan’s body, the Dragon Clan’s powerhouses burst into an uproar all at once. 

“Wasn’t it said that one can’t cultivate in the Dragon Eye Cave, and that it’s a hopeless land? How ...How 

did he cultivate?” 

“This is too fake! Forget about the Dragon Eye Cave! Even on the Heavenspan Mountain, it’s also 

impossible to break through to the Empyrean Realm from Seventh Firmament True God in ten years 

too!” 

“Just what kind of freak is this fellow? Not only did he break through to be an Empyrean, he even came 

out of the Dragon Eye Cave!” 

... ... 

The things that happened to Ye Yuan were seriously too illogical, making them incredibly shocked. 

At this time, the other Raindragon Stronghold heavenly emperors also arrived one after another. Seeing 

the ‘Empyrean Realm’ Ye Yuan, each and every one of them was shocked until their jaws hit the ground. 

Wasn’t the Dragon Eye Cave a hopeless land? 

Wasn’t it without chances of returning? 

Wasn’t one unable to cultivate? 

But what was with this scene before their eyes? 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Speaking of which, really have to thank you for giving me a lucky 

chance! If not for you forcing me into the Dragon Eye Cave, it would really not be that easy for me to 

break through to be an Empyrean!” 



Long Chi opened his mouth wide, wanting to say something, but could not speak at all. 

At this very moment, he wished to give himself two tight slaps. 

Although he did not know what Ye Yuan experienced inside the Dragon Eye Cave, the strength of his 

Empyrean Realm was real. 

Giving good fortune, this sort of thing, was simply a divine stroke by the gods. 

He clearly wanted to doom Ye Yuan. In the end, after ten years, Ye Yuan returned domineeringly, 

becoming an Empyrean! 

Such a blessed lad! 


